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January, time of changeable weather,  
time of changeable emotions. 

A new beginning, or do we have a slow and grey time of it? 
Snow falls, followed by frost and then rain. 

All in the garden is frozen. 
And yet, the blue skies and sun break through another day. 

New shoots are seen - new birth remembered  
and the long process of its gestation. 

Month ending, clumps of snowdrops appear,  
white and new as the year itself. 

Hope, that has been hidden from us during the long,  
dark days of winter, is reborn. 

Our mood lifts and we celebrate, as from the old 
 a new creation comes into being. 

 
Joan Wilkinson 
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Hypericum calycium 

Rose of Sharon 



The process of self-examination is not an easy one. One of 

my favourite theologians of all time is the wonderful Rabbi 

Lionel Blue, who I have been listening to on 'Thought for the 

Day' for thirty years. Over the years he has taught me the 

only thing God wants from us is for us to be more kind, 

more generous, to everyone, including ourselves, and more 

honest, both with ourselves and with our fellow travellers in 

the world.  

 

It is about listening to that inner voice, whether we call it 

God, the light within or our conscience, and about doing the 

right thing rather than the easy one. 

 
Sue Woolley  

Every time we say 'duty calls' or 'loyalty demands', we are 

affirming the authority of a voice, the voice that comes both 

from within us and from beyond us.  

 

Whether we choose to call this God or conscience  

matters not.  

 

What does matter is that we listen. 
 

Ken Smith 
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Spring:  Old Tree 
 

To everything there is a season, 
And a time to every purpose under the heaven 

                        Ecclesiastes 3 
 
 

I am the old tree in the corner of the forest; 
Bark crumbling, I watch my dead wood fall; 

I am hollow-hopeless, no squirrel enjoys my shelter; 
My November-withered strength lies crushed beneath Spring’s quiet glory. 

Budless branches mocked by lustrous ferns,  
I am a thing empty and barren in the midst of burgeoning plenty. 

 
 

I am the old tree in the corner of the forest; 
Around my dried out roots new life escapes the earth, 

Oak seedlings and oxslips, hazel and juniper, 
Wood sorrel and the common purple mallow; 

Yellow-necked mice burrow beneath my rotting leaves, 
Beaks full of insects, treecreepers spiral up my fissured trunk. 

 
 

I am the old tree in the corner of the forest. 
Dancing children circle me, singing in the shadowed sun of evening; 

They have brought scarlet berries and blue-violet daisies 
To decorate my cracked and rotting woody carapace, 

Strewn sweet herbs and rose petals about me; 
And their song to God the Mother is a Hymn of Praise. 

 
 

Naomi Linnell 
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Let’s begin with the constant chatter of our minds, where we are. Let’s 

listen to that chatter. All minds chatter all the time. If that chatter is 

shouting at you then pause for a moment or two and promise that you 

will listen to it, but just for a moment you are not listening to that  

shouting. 

 

We are going to move your attention somewhere else, to move your  

attention out beyond the chatter of your mind, beyond here, right out of 

this universe of possible parallel universes, to the beginning of existence 

and beyond, to where we know the possible beginning and ending of 

time, beyond existence as we know it. 

 

Then let’s return to earth, let’s think of the earth that we know, let’s 

think of the life within it. Let’s think of beautiful places that we know of 

– peaceful places. Don’t let us forget the built-up world and don’t let us 

forget inanimate objects. Let us remember that between and within  

atoms of inanimate objects, our knowledge tells us of a space, and 

within that space is existence, just as much a mystery of the world as the 

other beautiful places.  

 

Then let us pass beyond our built-up world to ourselves, let’s move back 

to the communities we live in, let’s take strength from that community. 

Maybe you’re alone, in that case take strength through me and of the 

Unitarian Church, and the Unitarian community that lies beyond and 

behind me. Maybe you’re together, in that case marvel at the  

relationships between us, marvel at the communication that is possible. 

 

And then let’s return to ourselves. Let’s remember that we are part of 

this amazing creation. Let us remember that we too are part of the  

mystery. Within us operates a part of the divine - and let us listen to that 

divine. Let us ask ourselves what it might be telling us. Have we lis-

tened to it recently? Are we going to obey? 
Iain Brown 
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June, month of the Summer Solstice, of light and abundance   
a “thin” time of Midsummer revelries and dreaming. 

Nature is alive with activity, movement,  
colour and fragrance. 

 

Blue delphiniums sway in the soft breeze  
as they stretch for the sky. 

 

Roses white to deep red, extravagantly blossom,  
dropping their petals gently to the earth,  

only to bloom again, for the sheer delight of living,  
displaying their beauty and  
filling the air with scent. 

 

Bees are out visiting, distributing their precious cargo  
as they flit from flower to flower.  

 
Lavender is privileged and buzzes  

with the songs of summer,  
only to be outdone by birdsong  

as the young begin to find their voice. 
 

With such intoxication! 
  

How can we hold back from  
dancing? 

 
How can we hold back from  

singing? 
 

How can we hold back from  
dreaming? 

 
Joan Wilkinson  
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July month of fullness, month of end-

ings,  month of rest and  

recuperation. But in this busy and 

technological age, with  

mobile phone and Internet, do we take 

or make time to appreciate the abun-

dance of nature set  

before us?  
 

These are dog days of slowing down, 

resting up for months of following 

busyness, to watch the clouds skim 

across a sky of blue. The bees flit from 

flower to flower, trees and flowers 

gently rustle in the soft, warm breeze, 

days when cooling showers are  

welcome. 
 

Let not this summer pass unnoticed, 

but rather may it be valued and re-

membered with grateful thanks for the 

unearned gift it is. 
                                     Joan Wilkinson 

August, when the first crops of 

corn are harvested; for this we 

give thanks as we eat our bread, 

whilst remembering all the many 

thousands of refugees in Somalia 

who are leaving their homes, 

walking for many days and 

weeks in search of peace and 

food. We pray for the mothers 

and fathers, who feel helpless, as 

before their eyes, their young 

children die of malnutrition.  

 

May we search for a better way 

of caring, sharing and loving? 

 
Joan Wilkinson 

Rosa Sherardii 

�orthern Downey Rose 

Lonicere Periclymenum 

Honeysuckle 
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Summer: Sea Campion 
 

A man and his dog stand poised at the edge of the soft waves, 
two creatures caught up in a moment of infinity, 
luminous in a sweet light of etherial beauty, 

anonymous for ever in the memory  
like some forgotten prehistoric creature trapped in amber. 

 
 

There is an old tall ship on the silver horizon, schooner four masted  
in her pride, sailing still and motionless from nowhere  

to an unknown destination, a fugitive plucked  
out of her time, given into the charge  

of an unheeding wind, a blind navigator and a careless sun. 
 
 

Beach huts across the bay, preposterous in their deckchair coats of  
many colours, sleep shimmering in the high noon heat, each  

an unique area of silence lost in an invisible glass bowl 
abandoned on a dusty shelf in an empty shop,  

while the unceasing cry of gulls echoes mournfully around the cliffs. 
 
 

At the edge of the shore a ring of sea campions surrounds a mirror of dark light  
reflecting the whole bay. This is the place of yesterday unremembered,  

tomorrow ignored. It is now where we see how all things are,  
held for ever in the frail white clasp of a flower,  

perpetual shadow of the reality that is the immutable mind of God. 

                                                            
Naomi Linnell      

Silene Maritima 

Sea Campion 
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September, month of the autumn Equinox, 
a time of balanced light, of darkness and energy, 

harbingers of the earth’s transformation. 
Great majestic Ash tree, you I celebrate, 

symbol of the inner and the outer worlds’ entwining, 
sharing the very breath of Mother Earth. 

 
Yellow leaf clusters yield to winter’s coming, but silent thirsty 

roots renew your life preserving sappy blood, 
life and death continuing in a never ending tryst. 

May we learn well from the Ash tree 
and be not afraid to enter the silent darkness where 

inner lives grow into the richness of a promised harvest. 
 

Joan Wilkinson 

Fraximus Excelsior 

Ash Tree 



 
Autumn: The Song of  the Horned-Poppy 

 
Seeds wafting along the beach in the crisp air of the October morning, 

we dance all day with an ebullient breeze, a seminal Morisca  
jaunty and passionate, in a circle of unchanging hope. 

At last I sink to the ground weary in the calm of an owl hooting evening, 
and on fine shingle kelp brown, safe in my lonely solitude, 

I sleep. 
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Glaucium Flavum 

Yellow Horned-Poppy 



 
 

In the cold sandy earth, as the soft rains of May gently penetrate my meagre  
covering, I awake. The nascent summer sun warms my dark home 

and I stretch my roots deep beneath my stony bed. 
I push pallid green shoots and fragile golden buds upwards into a  

trembling June birth. I leave the sheltering womb, 
I am newly born. 

 

 

My home is the salty margin of the shore where kittiwake and tern orbit  
and plunge, feathered arrows piercing the abundant waves. 
My stem is thick clasped by succulent leaves, grey green  

like the waters of the bay beneath the ever changing light. Nourished  
by my stony ground, embracing wind and storm, 

I reach up to the sky. 
 
 

Each of my flowers opens its golden cup to the sun, each horn is pregnant  
with a hundred seeds, new life rampant now within the old. 

The measure of the days of my flowers is but one, 
and slow showers of petals fall from glaucous stalks like  

tarnished stars onto the dying surface of some long spent planet. 
Soon my own short span of years will be done and 

I too shall die. 
 
 

My seeds, raven black, blue black, scattered by birds, plucked into the air  
by importunate winds, will fall to the cold evening ground 

and they also will sleep the long winter through. 
So it all begins again. 

In this mighty ever turning circle of life and death and resurrection, we celebrate  
and dance the rituals of our ancient Trinity, thus to honour  

the elements which by the grace of God sustain us, 
Earth, and Air, and Rain. 

 
Naomi Linnell 
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Winter: Drab Beauty 
 

It was as if overnight some Renaissance angel  
had seized a vast pallet, monochromatic with every shade of grey,  

to paint anew the great curving sweep of the bay, 
until it now reappeared shimmering and mysterious,  

stone carved behind a frosted curtain of fine silken gauze. 
 

From the sheltering cliffs in the West  
to the ever turning Light of the foreland in the East, 

the very shore itself was grey, the sand  
like roughly powdered slate abandoned on the floor  

of a worked out, long forgotten mine. 
There were beach huts, their sharks teeth roofs silhouetted  

anthracite against ashen cliffs; 
and long fingers of rock, Davy’s grey, pointing down the sand towards  

a soft running, gently retreating, phantasmal sea. 
 

Around the abandoned rock pools cast in shiny hematite  
sat dark cinereous gulls, marbled grey fulmars and pallid kittiwakes 

whose sad cry echoed thinly through the smokey chill on the lonely beach. 
A rusty tanker rode the sea’s drab rim, chalk white now from stern to stem  

made new again by the generosity of a profligate winter sun. 
From the cliff path an old man, flat capped and rheumy eyed, watched 

 the wind farm’s etherial towers springing from the sea  
like a cohort of tall charcoal guardsmen, 

darkly disguised against the fading horizon of the eastern sky. 
 

The sun slipping unseen behind the cliffs into the western ocean,  
fired slivers of light, rock-dove pale, into the banks 

of cumulus clouds, huge and delicate globes of dappled swansdown,  
their moving across the bay almost imperceptible 
 in the soft platinum mist above the silvered water. 
The old man gone back to his fire and his tea, 

I was left alone on the grey stone path  
mesmerised by this luminous marine grisaille,  

humbled last Thursday afternoon by such an extraordinary  
and haunting beauty - shore and sea and sky made holy. 

 

Naomi Linnell 



November, month of All Souls, when we remember those 

gone before us. This is the month when darkness descends. 

Dive down deep into the dark soul of life, where the  

footprints of our ancestors walk with us.  

Welcome this darkness as a friend, who brings nourishment 

of the ages, nurtures our present and prepares the seedbed for 

growth. 
                                                           Joan Wilkinson   
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The cold silent ground of December holds memories of  

summer’s warmth and colour. The bare trees in the frost store  

the past in their dark branches. Starlight sweeps the stillness of  

a winter’s night with promise in the noiseless shadows. Life is  

only still. It has not gone. It is waiting. We know it in our hearts.  

 

One day soon the seed will crack, the breath of God will touch  

the air and the soil will sigh and stir. Our spirits caught in  

winter’s dark gloom, will sense the change and watch from dark  

windows the lengthening days and the return of the birds.  

The blush of green will return to roadsides and gardens.  

Cherry blossom will welcome spring, lift hearts to make the  

soul sing.  

 

This promise lies quietly in the cold earth, sharing a bed with  

yesterday’s memories.  
 

Tony McNeile 



For several years Liz Foxbrook, one of our Swedish NUF 
members, has been delighting us with her black and white 
illustrations in the bi-monthly ‘Newsletter’. At the beginning of 
this year she was invited to illustrate a winter ‘Viewpoint’ with 
coloured flowers, to accompany some of the monthly website 
meditations and seasonal poems by NUF members and Uni-
tarian friends, to which she happily agreed . Although some 
material will be familiar to some of you, it was thought that to 
gather these monthly meditations in one coloured ‘Viewpoint’ 
would give all NUF members something to dip into through 
2012. Thanks are also due to Naomi Linnell for copy editing  
the material. 

  
 

Joan Wilkinson 

 

 

Comments - 

 

We welcome your comments on this issue. With your per-
mission your comments might also be included in the NUF 
Newsletter. 
 
Please send your comments to the editor, 
 

Tony McNeile,  
102 Turton Rd, 

BOLTON,   
BL2 3DY 

   
                     or E-mail to nuf@nufonline.org.uk 
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Viola Tricolor 

Common Red Pansy 

Lysimachia �ummularia 

Creeping Jenny 

In April 1915 Roland Leighton, 

found in Ploegsteert Wood the 

body    of   a    long     dead     

British   soldier. He picked  a  

bunch of   violets growing close 

by and sent them  home  to  his  

fiancée in  England. Later he 

wrote in the notebook  he carried 

in his  rucksack: “Violets from Plug 

Street Wood - Think what they have 

meant to me - Life and Hope  and  

Love  and  You.”  Sanity   in   the   

midst    of   madness,  goodness 

in the throes of evil, the  abiding 

core of trust and love which  

holds  our  world  together - all 

contained   within  the  delicate 

petals of a posy of flowers.     N.L. 

LinumAngelicum 

Blue Flax 

Gentiana Verna 

Spring Gentian 

Sorbus Aucuparia  

Rowan 

Mountain Ash 
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